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Smooth dynamic control of an elastic tendon driven knee orthosis

Baltasar Fernández Rosado1 and Danish Shaikh2

Abstract— We present an adaptive controller for smooth
dynamic control of an elastic tendon driven knee orthosis.
Experiments show that the controller provides dynamic me-
chanical assist and reduces muscular effort.

I. INTRODUCTION

Knee osteoarthritis is a chronic condition that reduces
lower limb mobility. The UnOrthoDOKS [1] knee orthosis
aims to improve lower limb mobility via passive dynamic
mechanical assist. It uses elastic tendons to store mechanical
energy during knee flexion and release it during knee ex-
tension. Here we present a sensor-driven adaptive controller
that dynamically tensions the elastic cords to provide active
dynamic mechanical assist and reduce musclar effort.

Fig. 1. UnOrthoDOKS knee orthosis (left) and adpative controller (right).

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The UnOrthoDOKS knee orthosis was modified to provide
active mechanical by adding two servomotor-driven pulley
systems anchored to the elastic tendons (Fig. 1, left). A PI
controller actuated the servomotors to pull the tendons and
control the elastic tension in proportion with the estimated
knee angle. Thigh and shank angles measured by IMUs were
fused together via a Kalman filter to determine knee angle.
Surface electromyography (sEMG) sensors on the quadriceps
and hamstring muscle groups measured muscle activity as
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%MVIC (maximum voluntary isometric contraction). The
adaptive controller (Fig. 1, right) smoothly adjusted the
tension between high (when standing) and low (when sitting)
via two transfer functions βextension and β f lexion, depending
on the knee angle and its rate of change. We tested the
controller in 8 volunteers (median age 20.125±0.99 years,
height 176.125±7.3 cm and weight 72.5±12.6 kg) who per-
formed sit-stand and stand-sit transitions as well as a walking
gait. All movements were performed under four different
conditions – NK (no orthosis), NAB (passive dynamic assist),
BMT (maximum assist) and BWS (active dynamic assist).

III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Experimental results (Fig. 2) show that the proposed adap-

tive controller reduces muscle activity by providing dynamic
mechanical and thus reduces muscular effort.

Fig. 2. Normalized muscle activity recorded in experimental trials.
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